
Extra problems

1. Quick-fire question: given only ten seconds to think about it, tell me whether 8099 is a prime

number or not.

2. Which of these four numbers is a perfect square?

7,624,957,042

7,624,957,043

7,624,957,047

7,624,957,048

3. What are the possible remainders when a cubic number is divided by 9?

Prove that 801,279,386,104 can’t be written as the sum of 3 cubes.

4. As x gets very big, y = ax +b (with a > 0) increases at a steady rate, but y = ax2 +bx + c increases

at an accelerating rate. Of all the functions y = f (x) that you’ve come across and which have y in-

creasing towards infinity as x gets very big, which one has the fastest rate of acceleration? And which

one has the slowest? Can you think of another function which still has y increasing towards infinity

as x gets very big, but increases slower than the one you mentioned as the slowest-accelerating you’d

come across so far?

5. Which is bigger, 109 or 910 ? What about 9991000 and 1000999 ?

6. Sketch the graph of y = sin(ln(x)) for x > 0. What happens to this graph when x gets very small?

And when x gets very big?

7. Sketch the curve y = xx
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8. A quartic like

x4 −4x3 −9x2 +16x +20 = 0

may have some rational roots, or it may not.

If there are rational roots, is it possible for them not to be whole numbers?

If its roots are whole numbers, what can you say about the possible roots just by looking at the equa-

tion, without calculations?

What are the roots?

9. What is the maximum possible area for a triangle drawn inside a unit square?

What is the minimum possible area for a triangle drawn outside a unit square?

10. What is the overlap area between two circles, radius one, that go through each other’s centres?
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1. Either you can see the difference of two squares here:

8099 = 8100−1 = 902 −1 = (90+1)(90−1) = 91×89, so not prime.

Or you can think: if the question can be answered quickly at all, then 8099 must be not prime, be-

cause you can prove a number not-prime quickly by finding factors, but you can’t prove a number

(other than a very small one) prime quickly.
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2. None. The only possible units digits for perfect squares are 0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 9
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3. Every number is of form 3n, 3n +1, or 3n −1.

(3n)3 = 27n3 - remainder 0 when divided by 9

(3n +1)3 = 27n3 +27n2 +9n +1 - remainder 1

(3n −1)3 = 27n3 −27n2 +9n −1 - remainder −1

So every cubic number has remainder 0, 1, or −1 when divided by 9.

801,279,386,104 has remainder 4 when divided by 9, because 9 divides exactly into 801,279,386,100

(its digits add up to a multiple of 9).

But there is no way to add three remainders each of which is 0, 1, or −1 and get 4 (or −5).
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4. The fastest-accelerating function you’re most likely to have come across is y = ex . There are plenty

of other valid answers: y = ax for any a > 1, or something like y = ex2
. . .

Why?
ex+1

ex
= e.

a(x +1)n

axn
=

(
1+ 1

x

)n

So, for x big enough that 1+ 1
x < e

1
n , et increases by a factor e between t = x and t = x +1, and at n

increases by a smaller factor.

The slowest-accelerating (in fact decelerating) familiar function which still has y increasing to in-

finity is y = ln x or similar. You can see why by drawing a graph of y = ex and flipping the paper

over: the flipped graph (with the axes flipped too) is y = ln x and it’s as slow-accelerating as y = ex is

fast-accelerating.

One slower-accelerating function is y = lnln x.

This function is not just a weird invention to find a slow-accelerating graph, but often turns up in

number theory (the mathematical theory of counting numbers). For example in the most basic es-

timate for the π(x), the number of primes less than or equal to x: π(x) > C lnln x (where C is a con-

stant).

Thus the joke: Q: What sound does a drowning number theorist make? A: log log log log... In univer-

sity maths, generally, "log" means loge, so people talk about "log" instead of "ln", and if they want to

refer to log10 they write log10.
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5. 910 is bigger. One of many ways of seeing this is to check

01 < 10; 12 < 21; 23 < 32; 34 > 43 . . ., so it looks like nn+1 starts behind nn+1 but then overtakes it and

stays ahead.

You can prove the overtaking by a sort of induction argument:

(n+1)n

nn+1

nn−1

(n−1)n

= (n2 −1)n

n2n
=

(
1− 1

n2

)n

< 1, so once nn+1 has overtaken (n +1)n it gets more and more ahead.

So also e.g. 9991000 > 1000999. In fact 910 is about 3.5 times bigger than 109, and 99910000 is about 368

times bigger than 1000999

You may be able to just see that putting the bigger quantity into the exponent has to have more punch

(unless we’re dealing with very small numbers) than putting it in the quantity raised to that power.

That’s true for the same reason that y = ex is faster-accelerating than any function like y = xn
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6. For a fairly large domain of x

For a medium-size domain of x

For small x, y zooms up and down between y =−1 and y = 1 more and more frantically. For big x, y

continues to oscillate between y =−1 and y = 1, but more and more sluggishly.
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Follow-up: y = cosln x

Further follow-up: in both cases, what happens when x < 0? Answer: ln x is not defined.
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7.

Minimum at x = e−1

The function is defined for some negative x, e.g. (−1)−1 =−1, but not for others.

00 is usually defined as 1 in combinatorics, for example, because it is the number of ways of selecting

0 elements from a set of 0 different items.
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8. We can show the roots must be whole numbers through proof by contradiction.

Suppose a root is p
q in lowest terms, with q 6= 1, then:(

p

q

)4

= a

q3
, where a is a whole number

p4

q
= a

So q |p4. But that is not possible because q and p have no prime factors in common. So we have a

contradiction.

The roots must all be whole-number divisors of 10, so some of ±1,±2,±5. By inspection they are:

5, 2, -1, -2.
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9. Maximum area:
1

2

If the vertices P, Q, R aren’t on the sides of the square, move them outwards towards those sides, and

the area increases. So we can assume they’re all on the sides of the squares.

Then if P is on one side, we can move Q and R to the two corners of the square not on that side, and

increase or at least not decrease the area. Once we’ve done that, the area is 1
2 , and moving P along

the side it’s on makes no difference.

Minimum area: 2

For any given angle QPR, under condition that QR passes through a particular point A, the area is

minimised if A is the midpoint of QR.

Therefore the midpoints of all the sides of the triangle belong to the square.

Since the line connecting two midpoints of sides of a triangle is parallel tho the third side, a side of

the unit square must be on a side of the triangle, and the opposite side of the unit square joins the

midpoints of the other two sides.

Therefore the triangle of minimal area has area 2.
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10. From this diagram

Area =
(

2π
3 −

p
3

2

)
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